
Comparative Study of Deep Learning-
based Generative Models for Light Field 
Compression 
Background 

Deep learning-based generative models like Variational Autoencoders (VAEs), Generative Adversarial 

Networks (GANs), and diffusion models have demonstrated remarkable capabilities in capturing 

complex data distributions. These models have been extensively explored in image compression. This 

project aims to investigate and compare the effectiveness of these deep learning models when 

applied to light field compression. 

Problem Specification 

The project involves a detailed analysis and comparison of VAEs, GANs, and diffusion models for the 

purpose of light field compression. By implementing and evaluating these models, the goal is to 

understand their compression efficiency and perceptual quality when handling light field data. 

Suggested Method 
The project will involve the following key steps: 

 

• Generative Model Selection: Choose VAEs, GANs, and diffusion models as the three main 

categories of generative models for compression. 

• Light Field Data Preparation: Gather or use publicly available light field datasets for testing 

and evaluation. Ensure that the datasets cover a diverse range of scenes and viewpoints. 

• Model Implementation: Implement or use existing implementations of VAEs, GANs, and 

diffusion models for image compression. Adapt the models to the light field data format. 

• Compression and Quality Assessment: Apply each generative model to compress light field 

data. Measure the compression ratios achieved and evaluate the visual quality of the 

reconstructed light field data using perceptual metrics like PSNR, SSIM, and potentially 

human subjective evaluations. 

• Comparison and Analysis: Compare the performance of VAEs, GANs, and diffusion models in 

terms of compression efficiency and perceptual quality. Analyze how well each model 

maintains angular information and spatial details. 

• Visualization: Provide visual comparisons between the original light field data and the 

compressed and reconstructed versions generated by each generative model. Illustrate the 

differences in visual quality and the potential impact on angular details. 

• Discussion: Discuss the unique characteristics of each generative model category in the 

context of light field compression. Address the trade-offs between compression efficiency, 

computational complexity, and the quality of reconstructed light fields. 

Expected Outcome: 



The outcome of this project will be a comprehensive comparative analysis of VAEs, GANs, and 

diffusion models for light field compression. This analysis will provide insights into the strengths and 

limitations of each generative model category and their suitability for compressing light field data. 
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